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How do you use Windows PowerShell to navigate the filesystem, manage files and folders, or

retrieve a web page? This introduction to the PowerShell language and scripting environment

provides more than 400 task-oriented recipes to help you solve all kinds of problems. Intermediate

to advanced system administrators will find more than 100 tried-and-tested scripts they can copy

and use immediately. Updated for PowerShell 3.0, this comprehensive cookbook includes hands-on

recipes for common tasks and administrative jobs that you can apply whether you're on the client or

server version of Windows. You also get quick references to technologies used in conjunction with

PowerShell, including format specifiers and frequently referenced registry keys to selected .NET,

COM, and WMI classes.Learn how to use PowerShell on Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012

Tour PowerShell's core features, including the command model, object-based pipeline, and

ubiquitous scripting Master fundamentals such as the interactive shell, pipeline, and object concepts

Perform common tasks that involve working with files, Internet-connected scripts, user interaction,

and more Solve tasks in systems and enterprise management, such as working with Active

Directory and the filesystem Exclusive benefitFor book owners, the PowerShell Cookbook offers an

always-available, searchable,Â online edition atÂ powershellcookbook.com/
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I definitely think if you are an IT Pro with a little bit of PowerShell experience this book is a must. I



hesitate a bit to recommend this book if you are trying to learn PowerShell from the ground up, even

though the reference and introduction sections are very useful well written. Along the same lines, if

you are looking for a comprehensive book to teach you more advanced concepts in detail, This isn't

the right book for that.The book really shines when you need a starting point for a script or are stuck

worth a part of the script. There are also a plethora of examples and some scripts that can be used

out of the box as is. Some notable chapters are: Active Directory, Remoting, the Interactive Shell

and Code Reuse.This book contains A lot of good practical knowledge that is presented in a task

based fashion. This book doesn't rehash the built-in documentation; but rather builds on it giving

you a jump start to working code, saving you a lot of late nights.

This is the first PowerShell book you should buy, and may be the only one you need. I'm a

developer (C/C++/C#) and Appendix A alone (language reference) makes this book worth its

price.Suggested reading order:1. Part I, Part II Chapters 1-5 (fundamentals)2. Appendix A

(language reference -- best of its kind. Short, to the point, awesome).3. Skip around as

needed/interested.The cookbook examples are useful, the descriptions are enlightening, and after

Chapter 1/Appendix 1, you will have all of the "Ah ha!" moments you need to truly understand the

great tool that is PowerShell.Regardless of PowerShell version, get the latest edition of this book. I

have all three editions, and it's gotten better each time.

With this 3rd edition of the book, I decided to read the book cover to cover. If you're brand new to

PowerShell and have no prior experience with it, there are other books that I would recommend to

you to read prior to reading this book. To me "Cookbook" is the perfect description for this book. It's

almost like a comprehensive reference for cooking with PowerShell. It includes all of the PowerShell

basics, but also dives deep into the depths of PowerShell and explains how things actually work. If

you're like me and you not only enjoy accomplishing a task, but also want to know why something

works the way it does, then this is the book for you. The only reason I would recommend other

books to new comers is I would be afraid that some of these details that aren't necessary for a

beginner to know might confuse them and make them think that PowerShell is more complicated

than it really is. With that said, this is the perfect book for someone with a little prior experience with

PowerShell.This book is definitely worth it's weight in gold when it comes to PowerShell and I'm

sure the physical copy of the book weighs a lot! By keeping my attention through two months and

1739 pages (EPUB), the quality of the book and the writing ability of Lee Holmes speaks for

itself.I've written a more comprehensive review of this book on my blog site at: [..]



BIG THICK BOOK!!! Talk about information, I use this as more of a guide for ideas and commands

than I do a read through. Has a decent set up to powershell at the beginning that explains some

basics but then it jumps right into it.Perfect for someone who is dabbling into powershell and has

some base knowledge but wants to learn way more.Only downside is it doesn't cover anything in

PS4 or the upcoming PS5 since it was put together for PS3

Like a lot of programming cookbooks, it sticks to simple variations of things and never seems to

have "just" what you're looking for. It will get you close, but then you need to muddle through the

rest of the way.

Great book for intermediate level. Helped out well with some scripts I had to write. I will say that still

I find myself going online to look at more examples of code, but still it provides a solid reference.

A good tome to have. Helpful cross-references appear with each 'recipe.' Good appendices. I was

hoping to see more in-depth recipes using Active Directory module commands. Still, a good book to

help one piece together a solid script.

You will learn about some of the conventions and common commands available to you and how to

explore them.How it integrates with .NET, using it for rapid prototyping or as a REPL and much

more.After the introduction, the book takes the form of multiple recipes for common tasks. The tasks

grow in difficulty.The fundamentals section contains a series of recipes that will help you to get

comfortable with the shell, customize the command prompt, invoke commands, get to know your

session history, learn about aliases, etc.After that you will take on more serious programming,

parsing and working with data, how to pipe commands together to create powerful scripts, interact

with environment variables, variables, work with .NET objects, COM and pretty much anything you

need to know.
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